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　　　(8)a.λx[P(x,x)]　 　 　 (semantic/pure　re且exive)
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(51)*[CKyoozyu-ga　zibunl-o　in'yoo-site　kure-ta　　 　 　 koto]

























































(56)　Taroo;wa　Takasij　kara[watasi　ga　 zibuni1。j　o　 sasow-ta　koto]o　 kiita



































　　　　　　　　　think　I　 know　 　 　 　 　 　 　like　 self
`Zhangsan　thinks　that　I　know　that　Wangwu　 likes　himself
.'
(20a))
{Cole&Sung,1994,
Here　the　presence　of　the　first　person　pronoun　in　the　second　complement　clause　is　delimiting
the　interpretation　of　the　reflexive　inthe　lowest　complement　clause　to　its　co-argument　subj　ect,
while　the　reflexive　ziji　can　otherwise　be　bound　LD　by　the　subjects　in　the　higher　clauses.
　　　What　we　observe　in{56)is　different　from　the　blocking　effect　as-seen　in(57)in　that　he
presence　of　the　first　person　pronoun　does　not　preclude　the　LD　binding　by　the　matrix　subject
in(56).　What　we　saw　there　was　that　he　presence　of　some　expression　which　makes　the　com-
element　clause　a de　re　statement　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　speaker　excludes　the　possibility　of
ade　se　interpretation　from　the　viewpoint　of　some　other　individual　mentioned　in　the　sentence
which　would　be　otherwise　available.
　　　The　contrast　as　seen　in　the　following　sentences　points　to　the　same　direction.
(58)a.
?
Takasii-ga　[watasij-ga　zibuni/j-o　simei-si　ta　　 gar-te　iru　koto]ni
Takasi-Nom　I-Nom　 　 　self-Acc　appoint　want　Evid.　is　that　Dat
yooyaku　kizui-ta.
finally　　 realized
`Takashi　finally　realized　that　I(was　showing　sign　that　I)want　to　appoint　self
.'
Takasii-ga　[watasij-ga　zibun*i/j-o　simei-si　tai　 koto]ni
Takasi-Nom　I-Nom　 　 　self-Acc　appoint　want　that　Dat
yooyaku　kizui-ta.
finally　　 realized
`Takashi　finally　realized　that　I
want　to　appoint　self.'
Sentence(58b)involves　a　desiderative　construction　i the　embedded　clause.　The　desiderative
construction　i Japanese,　with　the　adjectival　ffix　ta!i)attached　to　V,　is　most　felicitously　used
with　the　fist　person　subject,　and　can　be　considered　as　indicative　ofa　de　se　statement　ascribed　to
the　speaker.　Indeed,　this　is　the　only　way　the　complement　clause　in{58b)can　be　interpreted,　so
the　POV　status　of　the　complement　subject　cannot　be　lifted.　This　accounts　for　the　fact　hat(58b)
allows　only　one　interpretation　f rthe　reflexive,　viz.　the　complement　subj　ect　as　its　antecedent.
　　　On　the　other　hand,{58a)involves　an evidential　construction,　with　the　verbal　exical　item
-gar　attached　to　the　desiderative　construction　i the　embedded　clause.　The　attachment　of　the
evidential-gar　makes　it　possible　to　interpret　the　embedded　clause　as　representing　the　belief
of　an　individual　other　than　the　complement　subject.　Thus,　the　POV　 status　of　the　complement
subject　can　be　lifted,　and　the　matrix　subject　can　be　the　POV　 holder.　This　accounts　for　the
ambiguity　of　the　reflexive　in(58a).lo
　　　Notice　that　it　is　the　desiderative　construction　i duced　by　the　verbal　system　with　the　desider-
ative　affix　ta!i)that　makes　the　complement　clause　unambiguously　de　se,　and　it's　not　due　to　the
presence　of　the　first　person　pronoun　in　the　complement　clause.　This　is　already　demonstrated
by　the　contrast　in(58a‐b),　for　in　both　of　these　sentences　we　do　have　the　first　person　pronoun,
and　yet　they　differ　in　interpretation.　I 　this　ense,　the　phenomenon　that　we　are　looking　at　is
different　from　the　blocking　effect,　asdescribed　and　studied　at　length　in　Huang　and　Liu{2001),
Pan(2001).
　 loFor　a　recent　discussion　on　desiderative/evidential　cons ructions　in　Japanese,　cf.Tenny(2006).
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　　　Although　the　desiderative　construction　with　ta!i)is　most　congenial　with　the　first　person
subject,　other　names　are　not　completely　excluded　from　appearing　in　the　subject　of　this　con-
struction,　although　that　requires　that　the　clause　with　this　construction　should　be　read　in　such
away　that　the　speaker　is　empathizing　with　the　complement　subject.　As　a　result,　he　comple-
ment　clause　must　be　read　de　se　from　the　viewpoint　of　the　subject.　Therefore,　the　following
sentence,　which　differs　from(58b)only　in　the　choice　of　the　complement　subject,　only　allows
the　complement　subject　to　be　the　antecedent　of　the　reflexive.
(59)Takasii-ga　[Marij-ga　zibun,i!j-o　simei-si　tai　koto]ni
　　　　　Takasi-Nom　Mari-Nom　self-Acc　appoint　want　that　Dat
　　　　　yooyaku　kizui-ta.
　　　　　finally　　realized
　　　　　`Takashi　f nally　realized　that　Mari　wants　to　appoint　self.'
　　　In　section　4.2,　we　pointed　out　that　he　POVstatus　of　the　complement　subject　can　be　lifted,
and　this　accounts　for　LD　binding　of　the　reflexive　zibun.　The　fact　hat　sentences　like(58b)and
(59)do　not　allow　LD　binding　indicates　that　he　desiderative　construction,　being　inherently　a
de　se　statement,　does　not　allow　the　POV-status　of　its　subject　o　be　lifted.　This　fact　counts　as
further　evidence　that　confirms　our　claims　about　the　relevance　of　attitudes　de se　to　reflexive
binding.
6.　 Conclusion
In　this　paper　we　have　developed　an　analysis　of　reflexive　binding　involving　the　reflexive　zibun
in　Japanese.　Our　claim　has　been　that　the　reflexive　zibun　is　bound　by　a　POV(point　of　view)
holder　that　minimally　c-commands　zibun.　The　POV　holder　is　defined　as　an　argument(typically
subject　and　Experiencer)that　can　be　a　locus　of　de　se　belief.
　　　In　this　light,　we　claim　that　reflexive　binding　in　Japanese　differs　from　the　Dutch　counterpart
in　the　following　two　respects:
?
?
There　are　no　predicates　which　are　lexically　specified　as　being　inherently　reflexive　in
combination　with　zibun.⇒Zibun　is　not　an　SE-anaphor.
Some　predicates　are　lexically　specified　asbeing　anti-reflexive:Some　pr dicates　are　in-
capable　of　hosting　POV　holders　thus　defined　in　combination　with　zibun　and　we　call　such
predicates`anti-reflexive'predicates,　which　aremarked　as　such　in　the　lexicon.
　　　De　se　interpretation　hasbeen　shown　to　play　a　key　role　in　both　local　and　long　distance
binding　of　zibun.　We　have　shown　this　by　analysing　along　this　line　the　following　phenom-
ena:(i)backward　reflexivization　in　causative　constructions,(ii)reflexive　binding　by　non-c-
commanding　antecedents,(iii)desiderative　and　e idential　constructions.
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